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a b s t r a c t

In order to obtain the ensemble average keff for the binary stochastic media system, a statistical trans-
port equation with eigenvalue is derived based on the L–P equation. Combined method of statistical and
ccepted 30 October 2009
deterministic is proposed to deal with this problem. In the first step, Monte Carlo approach is employed to
calculate the mean chord length of the background scattering material, deterministic transport method
using diamond difference and source iteration is applied to solve the eigenvalue L–P equation. Test prob-
lems of different scattering ratios, different chord-path ratios and different number of random fissile
lumps and simple UO2–H2O problem are calculated and compared with references. Results show that

ion ca
the eigenvalue L–P equat
cases.

. Introduction

Particle and radiation transport in the stochastic medium has
een widely applied in radiative transfer, atmospheric sciences
nd considerable interests in nuclear criticality safety, nuclear
aste disposal and repository, numbers of methods have been

dvised and developed. Statistical analyses are carried out based
n transport or diffusion theory accounting for appropriate sta-
istical approximation. The statistics of flux and multiplication
actor are obtained for the random system through either analyti-
al or numerical means (Williams, 2000, 2002, 2003). L–P model
Adams et al., 1989; Pomraning, 1989; Malvagi and Pomraning,
992; Su and Pomraning, 1993; Sanchez, 1989, 2006, 2008a,b;
kcasu and Williams, 2004; Akcasu, 2007) is developed based on
n exact stochastic equation for material fluxes and on a approxi-
ate relation. The exact equation contains interface fluxes which

ncludes the ensemble averages over realizations that the fluxes
hange from one material to the other at a given spatial location.
he approximate relation replaces the complicated interface fluxes
y the material fluxes from the upstream material. This approx-

mation is exact in pure-absorbing material with Markov chord

ength statistics and this is extended to the cases with scatter-
ng. Alternating renewal theory is chosen for non-Markov statistics.
avis and Palmer (2005) have given out the benchmark for two-
roup k-eigenvalue calculation in planar geometry. In their work,
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n provide the mean value of keff for the given stochastic systems in most

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

the problem is comprised of fuel and moderator. The size of the
problem and the mean chord length of the fuel or moderator are
determined by chord length sampling of a PWR assembly. Markov
chord length distribution and sampling is employed to determine
the random thickness of alternating fuel and moderator in the 1D
slab system. Different approaches of chord length sampling are
intended (e.g. for moderator, Markov or Matrix; for fuel, disk or
Markov). The ensemble average flux and the PDF of the system keff is
eventually obtained by performing sufficient numbers of the calcu-
lation. Nevertheless, no eigenvalue problem for multiplying media
was proposed concerning straightforward solution of the LP model
to estimate the ensemble average k-eigenvalue.

In this paper, an eigenvalue statistical transport equation is pro-
posed by adding particular fission term and eigenvalue to the L–P
equation. Spherical outer boundary scattering background system
consists of number of randomly distributed fissile pellets is stud-
ied. Mean chord length of the background material is obtained by
Monte Carlo approach under homogeneous Markov chord length
distribution approximation and the ensemble average keff of the
system is calculated by straightforward solution of the eigenvalue
L–P equation in 1D spherical geometry.

In Section 2 the model of eigenvalue L–P equation is explained.
Section 3 illustrates the generation of the random system, Section 4
provides the solution of the mean chord length. In Section 5, numer-
ical results are given and compared with the reference. Conclusion
and remarks are made in the final section.
2. Eigenvalue L–P equation

Fig. 1 shows a binary stochastic system with fissile material i ran-
domly distributed in the non-fissile scattering background material

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00295493
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/nucengdes
mailto:89354815@qq.com
mailto:jaromir.qjliu@gmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nucengdes.2009.10.027
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Eq. (5) is readily to be solved to obtain the ensemble average keff of
the system represented by eigenvalue k.

3. Construction of the stochastic media system
Fig. 1. Binary stochastic media system with random distributed fissile lumps.

. B is the outer boundary of the convex volume V and � is the
nterior surface that separates two materials.

.1. The L–P equation

˝ · ∇( i(r,˝)) +˙ti i(r,˝) + 1
�i

( i(r,˝) − j(r,˝))

= 1
4�
˙si

∫
4�

 ′
i(r,˝

′)d˝′ + Qi(r,˝)
(1)

q. (1) is the steady-state, one group, isotopic scattering L–P equa-
ion (Adams et al., 1989) for material i in binary stochastic media.
t is given under the assumption of Markov mixing statistics for the
wo components in the system. Further, the statistics are taken as
omogeneous, by which it means that all points in the system have
he same statistical properties. In the L–P equation, material fluxes
 i(r,˝), j(r,˝)) are used to replace the interface fluxes ( ij(r,˝),

ji(r,˝)) in the coupling term (true for pure-absorbing mixture
nd extended to cases with collision). The ensemble average flux is
iven as

 (r,˝)
〉

=  i(r,˝)pi + j(r,˝)pj (2)

here for homogeneous statistics, we have

i =
�i

�i + �j
, pj = �j

�i + �j
(3)

i(r,˝) is the material angular flux for material i. pi is the emerging
robability that finding material i at a spatial point r in the system.
he notation 〈·〉 indicates ensemble averaging operation, �i is the
ean chord length for material i and˙it,˙si, are total cross-section,

cattering cross-section, for material i, respectively. 〈 (r,˝)〉 is the
nsemble average angular flux.

The boundary condition of Eq. (1) is non-stochastic vacuum or
eflective, written as

i(R,˝) =
{

0,˝ · n < 0, for vacuum boudary
 i(R,˝), for reflective boudary

(4)

.2. Eigenvalue of the L–P equation

Fission term and eigenvalue are introduced to Eq. (1). We have

˝ · ∇( i(r,˝)) +˙ti i(r,˝) + 1
�i

( i(r,˝) − j(r,˝))

= 1
4�
˙si

∫
4�

 ′
i(r,˝

′)d˝′ + �˙fi
k

∫
4�

 ′
i(r,˝

′)d˝′
(5)

here k is the eigenvalue of the equation, �˙fi is the fission pro-

uction cross-section of material i, isotropic fission is assumed. The
nly differences between Eq. (5) and Eq. (1) are the fission term and
igenvalue k. The detail procedure deriving Eq. (5) is not discussed
ere because it is similar to the derivation of Eq. (1) in sense of
eutron balance.
d Design 240 (2010) 132–138 133

To explain the fission term and eigenvalue, ensemble averaging
is defined as follows:

 i(r,˝) =
∫
Ki(r)

p(ω) ω(r,˝)dω∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)dω
=

∫
Ki(r)

p(ω) ω(r,˝)dω

pi(r)
(6)

where  i(r,˝) is the ensemble average material flux at position r.
The averaging is carried out on the subset Ki(r) = {ω∈ K, ω(r) = i} of
realizations that have material i at position r and �(r) is the flux for
random realizationω. K represents the statistical set of all physical
realizations. p(ω) denotes the density of probability for realization
ω.

Performing ensemble averaging on the fission source for mate-
rial i in the stochastic system, we have

F(r,˝) =
∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)Qw( ω(r))
kω

dω

pi(r)
=
Qi

(∫
Ki(r)

p(ω) 1
kω
 ω(r)dω

)
pi(r)

(7)

where Qω(•) is the fission source calculation operator and kω is the
keff of the system for an individual realizationω. As the fission cross-
section of material j is 0, fission term exists only when spatial point
r is in material i, Qω(•) is therefore replaced by Qi(•). To make the
material fission source and eigenvalue easy to handle, we assume
that∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)
1
kω
 ω(r)dω ≈ 1

k

∫
Ki(r)

p(ω) ω(r)dω (8)

Eq. (8) is finally written as

F(r,˝) = Qi( i(r,˝))
k

= 1
k

�˙fi
∫

4�
 ′
i
(r,˝′)d˝′

4�
(9)

Eq. (9) gives the fission term involving eigenvalue k that is invariant
of realizations agreed with Eq. (5), representing ensemble average
keff of the system.

2.3. Equivalence of the eigenvalue k and ensemble average keff

According to the definition of the ensemble averaging operation
in Eq. (6), we can give the exact expression of the ensemble average
keff of the system, viz.

ken =
∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)kωdω∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)dω
(10)

Inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), eigenvalue k is expressed as

k =
∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)Qw( ω(r))dω∫
Ki(r)

p(ω)Qw( ω(r))
kω

dω
(11)

If we ensure that Qw( ω(r))/kω = 1, which can be satisfied by the
normalization of the fission source term in the numerical solution
of eigenvalue equation. Eq. (11) is then identical to Eq. (10) so that
k is proven equivalent to the ensemble average keff of the system.
In the present paper, spherical outer boundary system is studied
(Fig. 2). The system contains two components, the first is numbers
of randomly dispersed fissile pellets and the second is the scattering
background. The main steps of creating the stochastic system are:
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of chord lengths in the background region is accurately exponential
when the material is dilute (less than 10% volume packing frac-
tion). Torquato (2002) showed that the chord length (l) distribution
between the pellets in the spherical background region also can be
Fig. 2. Randomly distributed fissile pellets in the spherical region.

. Locations of the fissile pellets in the system are determined
sequentially by sampling of uniform distribution random num-
ber.

. Randomly placed position of the pellets that overlap one another
or the surface of the system boundary are rejected and regener-
ated.

. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until required numbers of the fissile
pellets are randomly placed in the given system region.

Uniform distribution random number sampling guarantees the
aterial mixing statistics to be homogeneous. Thus, the material

merging probability is universal in the system if the edge effect is
eglected.

The distribution of the pellets’ positions may vary greatly case
y case along the radius from one direction to another. However,
fter the averaging over all physical realizations, the homogeneous
ixing statistics ensures the material emerging probability and the

nsemble average material flux behave consistently in arbitrary
adial direction from the center of the spherical system. Therefore,
aterial flux and other statistical sets are independent of centric

otation of the system because rotation can be regarded as a par-
icular one among all realizations, which does not affect the overall
tatistics. We hence rewrite Eq. (5) in 1D symmetric spherical coor-
inate

�

r2

∂ i(r,�)
∂r

+ 1
r

∂(1 −�2) i(r,�)
∂�

+˙ti i(r,�) + 1
�i

[ i(r,�) − j(r,�)]

= 1
2

(
˙si +

�˙fi

k

)∫ 1

−1

 ′
i
(r,�′)d�′

(12)

D randomized binary system is now characterized by 1D spher-
cal symmetric geometry based on the ensemble averaging and
omogenous statistics.

. Solution of the mean chord length

The mean chord length for both randomly positioned pel-
ets and scattering background must be calculated beforehand
n order to proceed the deterministic numerical solution of
q. (12). In our study, all fissile pellets are in the same size.
he mean chord length of one single pellet is derived analyti-
ally while the mean chord length of the scattering background
s calculated by Monte Carlo approach due to its complex-
ty.
.1. Chord length distribution of one single pellet

Let us assume a ray representing the particle travel path through
ne fissile pellet (see Fig. 3) whose radius is r, Su and Pomraning
Fig. 3. Random chord through the stochastic fissile pellet.

(1993) has suggested the chord length distribution in the pellet
follows the probability density function

f (l) = dF(l)
dl

= l

2r2
(13)

the mean chord length of the pellet is

�i =
∫ 2r

0

lf (l)dl = 4r
3

(14)

All the random spheres have the same mean chord length because
of their same radius and the homogenous statistics of the system.

4.2. Chord length distribution of the background

In modeling the particle transport, it is often assumed that the
distribution of chord length (distance between the random fissile
pellets) is Markov. In other words, along any ray through a medium,
the material transitions are described by Poisson statistics, so that
the probability of a transition from material i to material j in a short
distance ds is ds/�i. This corresponds to an exponential distribution
of material chord lengths with the mean chord length �i. Olson
et al. (2006) has demonstrated that non-overlapping spheres ran-
domly positioned in 2D square or 3D cubic region, the distribution
Fig. 4. Background mean chord length for different r/R versus volume packing frac-
tions.
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In this study, 105i random systems are intended to get the
ensemble average keff (denoted 〈keff〉Ref.). For each individual real-
ization, 200 generations of 3000 particles are tracked for the Monte
Carlo calculation.
Fig. 5. Geometry of the lattice model (a) the geom

epresented by the exponential form

(l) = 1
�j

exp

(
− l

�j

)
(15)

here �j is the mean chord length of the background region.
A chord length probability density function (PDF) is obtained by

i and Martin (2007) assuming the PDF is exponential which is true
or Markov statistics

(l) = 3
4r

· PF

1 − PF exp
(

− 3
4r

· PF

1 − PF · l
)

(16)

here r is the radius of the random fissile pellet and PF is the volume
acking fraction in the system.

By the PDF given in Eq. (16), the mean chord length of the back-
round is

j =
∫ ∞

0

lp(l)dl = �i ·
1 − PF
PF

(17)

he derivation is based on binary statistics on the line, in 3D geom-
try; the distribution is identical to Eq. (16). Excellent agreement
as obtained for the chord length sampling (CLS) to predict the

ransport of resonance energy neutrons incident on a large box of
RISO micro spheres with various packing fractions characteristic
f both pebble bed and prismatic VHTR designs. It is quite accu-
ate for the large system containing relatively small size grains;
owever the edge effect is not negligible for systems while the size
f the stochastic pellets are relatively large. Donovan and Danon
2003a) have proposed a statistical technique based on Monte Carlo

ethod to get the mean chord length of the background material
n 2D rectangle region with numbers of randomly placed disks.

In Donovan’s method, random system is firstly built according to
he method suggested in Section 3, Nl random rays are then drawn
rom the center of the system, ni rays that has no random pellets
verlapping are tallied. This building-drawing-tallying process is
epeated for large number of N times sufficiently to characterize the
tatistical property, the probability P0 that a ray in arbitrary direc-
ion starting from the center of background region would encounter
o stochastic pellets along its path is calculated as

∑

0 = lim

N→∞

Nl
i=1(ni/Nl)

N
(18)

iven that the PDF of background chord length follows Eq. (15),
onovan et al. (2003b) suggested a more sophisticated relation
the system and (b) the geometry of the cubic cell.

between P0 and �j for spherical region

P0 =
∫ ∞

R−r

1
�j
e(−x/�j)dx +

R−r∫
R−2r

1
�j
e(−x/�j)

(∫ 2r

2(R−r−x)

y

2r2
dy

)
dx (19)

In this paper, the mean chord length of the background is obtained
by solving Eq. (19) after the P0 is calculated by Monte Carlo
approach in Eq. (18).

5. Numerical results

5.1. Mean chord length of the background material

Mean chord length of the background region of the system in
Fig. 2 is calculated, for different r/R ratios and different number of
random pellets, where r is the radius of the fissile pellet, R is the
radius of the background region. In this calculation, N is chosen to
be 106.

Fig. 4 compares background mean chord length results based on
Eq. (17) (marked as PF) and Eq. (19) (marked as MC) for different
r/R and volume packing fractions. It is observed that the PF model
overestimates the background mean chord length therefore the fis-
sile material emerging probability in Eq. (3) is underestimated. The
gap between two models becomes smaller as the r/R ratio decreases
because system with smaller r/R ratio is less influenced by edge
effect.

5.2. Ensemble average keff

In order to investigate the eigenvalue L–P equation accuracy of
estimating the ensemble average keff, reference results are provided
the by brutal-force simulation. The stochastic system is constructed
by the approach proposed in Section 3. After each random system
is created, multi-group MCNP4C (Briesmeister, 2000) is employed
to do the transport calculation. The ensemble averaged keff of the
system is obtained by large number of the random system rigorous
calculation.
i In practice, this involves unbearable time consumption for doing such number of
realization. Hence we run as few realizations as we can if only the ensemble average
keff converges. It took about 103 realizations to provide quite accurate average keff.
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Table 1
Parameters for different scattering ratio calculations (5% volume packing fraction).
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Table 3
Parameters for different chord-path ratio calculations (6.4% volume packing
fraction).

r (cm) R (cm) N ˙si/˙ti �˙fi/˙ti ˙sj/˙tj

2 50 1000 0.5 0.1 1.0

Table 4
Ensemble average keff of different chord-path ratios.

Case CPRi CPRj 〈keff〉Ref. 〈keff〉SMST 〈keff〉Lat. Err. (%) SMST/Lat.

5 10 10 0.1888 0.1891 0.1892 0.16/0.21
6 10 1.0 0.1842 0.1844 0.1839 0.11/−0.16
7 5.0 10 0.1847 0.1855 0.1841 0.43/−0.32
8 5.0 1.0 0.1724 0.1767 0.1710 2.49/−0.81
9 1.0 10 0.1534 0.1591 0.1499 3.71/−2.28
10 1.0 1.0 0.1063 0.1293 0.1015 21.6/−4.52

Table 5
Material i and j for cases with different number of random spheres.

�˙fi/˙ti (cm−1) ˙si/˙ti ˙ti (cm−1) ˙sj/˙tj ˙tj (cm−1)

0.1 0.5 3.74 1.0 0.3

Table 6
Ensemble average keff of different number random spheres (5% volume fraction).

Case r, R, N 〈keff〉Ref. 〈keff〉SMST 〈keff〉Lat. Err. (%) SMST/Lat.

11 2, 20, 50 0.1823 0.1825 0.1811 0.16/−0.66
12 1.587, 20, 100 0.1792 0.1803 0.1776 0.61/−0.89

Table 6 shows that the ensemble average keff decreases as the

T
E

r (cm) R (cm) N ˙n (cm−1) �˙fi (cm−1) ˙ti (cm−1)

2 20 50 3.74 0.374 0.037

A stochastic media statistical transport (SMST) computation
ode is developed based on deterministic SN method using dia-
ond difference and source iteration to solve the eigenvalue L–P

quation in 1D spherical geometry, the boundary condition is non-
tochastic vacuum as in Eq. (4). The eigenvalue (denoted 〈keff〉SMST)
or the equation is calculated by power iteration.

In another calculation, more crude model is used: the random-
ess in the fissile sphere distribution is ignored. The positions of
he random spheres are fixed in the background region. Lattice
eometry is considered based on the total volume fraction of the
ystem. The entire region is filled with cubic cell, which has the
ame volume fraction with the system (shown in Fig. 5). The result
eff (denoted 〈keff〉Lat.) is calculated by MNCP, 200 generations of
000 particles are tracked.

One group isotropic scattering and fission cases are chosen
or simplicity. Problems of different scattering ratios, different
hord-path ratios and different number of the random spheres are
alculated and discussed. In the end, a simplified realistic problem
s calculated and compared to show the great difference between
he eigenvalue L–P equation and lattice model.

.2.1. Different scattering ratios
The scattering ratio of material i is changed from 0.9 to 0.0 and

he scattering ratio of material j is changed from 1.0 to 0.1; the
umber (N) and the radius of random pellets (r) and the radius of
he background sphere (R) as well as total cross-section are fixed
shown in Table 1).

Table 2 shows the results calculated by the eigenvalue L–P equa-
ion and the lattice model and their relative error. It is seen that
he eigenvalue L–P equation provides slightly better prediction for
he ensemble average keff than the lattice model. Smaller scatter-
ng ratio of the fissile and background material cases give more
ccurate results to the reference.

.2.2. Different chord-path ratios
Chord-path ratio (CPR) is defined as the ratio of mean chord

ength to mean free path of a particular material. In this section, r,
, N and scattering ratio of material i and j are fixed for the cases
shown in Table 3), the total cross-sections of material i and j are
hanged accordingly to satisfy the desired chord-path ratio.

The mean chord length represents the chances that neutron
ncounter the material while the mean free path stands for the
robability that neutron may interact within the material. Thus,
he chord-path ratio reveals the relations between these two prob-
bilities.

Results in Table 4 show that the eigenvalue L–P model accu-

acy is greatly influenced by the chord-path ratio of the materials.
rrors are augmented as the chord-path ratio of the fissile pellets
ecreases although the accuracy is quite good when the chord-path
atio is large. Changing the chord-path ratio of one material does not
ffect the accuracy when the chord-path ratio of the other material

able 2
nsemble average keff of different scattering ratios.

Case ˙si/˙ti ˙sj/˙tj 〈keff〉Ref.

1 0.9 1.0 0.7146
2 0.9 0.1 0.6974
3 0.0 1.0 0.0963
4 0.0 0.1 0.0960
13 1, 20, 400 0.1738 0.1756 0.1719 1.04/−1.09
14 0.5, 20, 3200 0.1710 0.1729 0.1674 1.11/−2.11

is large. But if the chord-path ratios of both materials are small, the
results become unacceptably worse.

5.2.3. Different numbers of the random fissile spheres
Systems comprised of different numbers of the fissile spheres

are constructed and calculated. Fissile and the background mate-
rials are listed Table 5 and total volume fraction is fixed (5%).
The number (N) and the size (r) of the random fissile pellets
are changed correspondingly to maintain the fixed total volume
fraction.

Great numbers of smaller random fissile spheres com-
pose system with relatively high homogeneity. It gives lower
ensemble average keff than the system with less number of
lager size fissile spheres. In addition, a homogeneous mix-
ture according to the volume fraction is calculated, the keff is
0.1674, this mixture can be identified as the system contain-
ing ultimate large amount of vanishingly small random fissile
grains.
size random fissile pellets diminish. The relative errors of both mod-
els become larger as the size shrinks. The eigenvalue L–P model is
more accurate than the lattice model in general and overestima-
tion and underestimation of the ensemble average keff are observed
constantly in these two models, respectively.

〈keff〉SMST 〈keff〉Lat. Err. (%) SMST/Lat.

0.7275 0.6991 1.81/−2.17
0.7038 0.6885 0.92/−1.28
0.0961 0.0960 −0.21/−0.31
0.0959 0.0958 −0.10/−0.21
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Table 7
Parameters for simplified test problem (9.138% volume packing fraction).

r (cm) R (cm) N Fissile pellets

1.568 15 80 UO2 (235U 15%W

Table 8
Ensemble average keff of the simplified test case.
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〈keff〉Ref. 〈keff〉SMST 〈keff〉Lat. Err. (%) SMST/Lat.

0.9210 0.9250 0.8498 0.43/−7.73

.3. Simplified test problem

In this section, a simplified sub-critical problem is presented.
he system in Fig. 2 consists of randomly distributed UO2 pellets
n the water moderating background. Problem size and materi-
ls are given in Table 7. WIMS 69 multi-group library is used
n the calculation and the self-shielding effect is taken into
ccount.

Table 8 gives out the results calculated for the simplified
roblem. Great difference is seen in the lattice model while the
igenvaule L–P equation agrees well with the reference. In the cal-
ulation, fissile pellets distribution uncertainty is not considered for
he self-shielding effect; same effective resonance cross-sections
re prepared for both eigenvalue L–P and lattice calculation.

Fig. 6 shows the emerging probability of fissile material i along
adial direction of the system. The actual distribution (black curve)
s obtained by Monte Carlo approach. Compared with the actual
robability, homogenous statistics in Eq. (3) gives slightly higher
stimate in the red curve (For interpretation of the references to
olor in this text, the reader is referred to the web version of the
rticle.) in most region, which leads to higher ensemble average
eff. The lattice model fixes all the positions of the pellets; ignor-
ng those places that the fissile pellets may appear where they
an contribute to higher keff. In addition, the average emerging
robability of the fissile material is plotted as the green curve.

t is obtained by integrating the actual probability in the entire
egion and averaged by the total volume. It equals to the total vol-
me fraction of the fissile material. It is clearly shown that this
verage probability is much lower in most region than the actual

alue; if we use this average probability to quantify the mean
hord lengths of system, it will be the same as in Eq. (17), eigen-
alue L–P model using this mean chord lengths gives the result as
.7769.

Fig. 6. The emerging probability of fissile material along radial direction.
Background material Boundary condition

/O) H2O Vacuum

6. Conclusions and remarks

In this study, an eigenvalue is introduced to the L–P equation. By
assuming the background material chord length distribution obey
homogeneous Markov statistics, mean chord length of background
material is obtained by Monte Carlo approach. Numerical solution
of Eq. (12) is carried out using simplified 1D symmetric spherical
geometry. Results show that the eigenvalue L–P equation is able to
predict the ensemble average value of the keff in most given cases.

It can be concluded from the results that the scattering ratio of
both material do not greatly influence the precision of the eigen-
value L–P equation. The accuracy of the results is more sensitive to
the chord-path ratio. The relative errors of ensemble average keff
become absurd if the chord-path ratios of both materials are small.

It is also found that if materials and total volume fraction is fixed,
eigenvalue L–P equation is more reliable for the systems with lower
density of larger size fissile pellets than the system containing great
numbers of smaller pellets. Eigenvalue L–P model overestimates
the ensemble average keff in all given cases due to the overestima-
tion of the fissile material emerging probability by the homogenous
statistics.

In general, simple geometry and statistics are chosen to illus-
trate the straightforward solution of the ensemble average keff
by eigenvalue L–P equation. Great deficiency is observed when
the chord-path ratios of both materials are small. It is necessary
to develop more sophisticated statistics to improve inappropriate
homogeneous Markov statistics for spherical geometry.
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